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Jean trends may come and go, but you can count on one thing: Democracy Clothing’s flawless 

fitting denim made with “Ab”solution® fit technology. In the new year, you can expect the same 

great fits from Democracy Clothing’s classic jean styles, along with a variety of new, flattering 

silhouettes, too. Whether you want to embrace the timeless appeal of slim straight jeans or try 

a stylish barrel leg jean with side panels, Democracy Clothing has something for all women. 

Here are a few styles you can try for yourself. 

 

 
 

Streamlined Chic: Slim Straight Jeans 

 

For the perfect hourglass shape, try Democracy Clothing’s high-rise slim straight jeans. This 

leaner look is enhanced by the brand’s signature “Ab”solution® fit technology, featuring a 

hidden, inner elastic “no-gap” waistband, tummy-smoothing panels, strategically placed back 

pockets, and other design elements you’ll love. Constructed with premium super-stretch 

denim, the straight leg silhouette offers a curve-hugging yet comfortable, all-day wear fit. 

 

Fashionable Flair: Barrel Leg Jeans 

 

To add a contemporary twist to your denim collection, try one of Democracy Clothing’s barrel 

leg silhouettes. With their relaxed and casual fit, barrel leg jeans give your everyday outfits an 

https://democracyclothing.com/collections/slim-straight-jeans
https://democracyclothing.com/


invigorated look. With features such as large angle front pockets, side panels, and a roll cuff, 

barrel jeans are a fun style, especially with a flattering fit you can’t get enough of. Celebrate the 

new year by giving something new a try. 

 

Effortless Comfort: Jegging Jeans 

 

Democracy Clothing’s classic jegging jeans hug your curves in all the right places and offer a 

flattering, comfortable fit for women of all shapes and sizes. Best-selling jeggings fit 

exceptionally well and are made to mold and hold your shape with “Ab”solution® fit technology 

you can rely on, including a sweetheart-shaped yoke above strategically placed back pockets 

that offer a “booty lift” effect. Choose from a variety of fun colors and artisanal washes.  

 

Retro-Inspired: Flare Jeans 

 

If you haven’t joined the flare trend, it’s an easy style to add to your denim rotation. Flare jeans 

from Democracy Clothing offer the perfect blend of modern and retro edge. Wide-leg pants are 

effortless to style and flatter your curves while keeping you comfortable all day long. As an 

inclusive denim lifestyle brand for all women, Democracy Clothing’s “Ab”solution® flare jeans 

hug your shape exactly how you want them to. 

 

Pocket Perfection: Embroidered Jeans 

 

Add a touch of embellishment to classic boot cut jeans with Democracy Clothing’s embroidered 

back pockets. The feminine boot cut silhouette features the “Ab”solution® fit technology you 

know and love, ultra-soft denim, and embroidered back pockets for extra style points. If you 

love jeans that elongate the look of your legs and include interior tummy-smoothing panels, 

you’ll love Democracy Clothing’s boot cut styles with embroidery on the back pockets.  

 

Enhance your denim collection this year with new jeans from Democracy Clothing at 

https://democracyclothing.com/ 

Original Source:  https://bit.ly/47EuUUw  
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